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'UCT ON
It has been my privilege to know nine American presidents.
These character sketches present my impressions of each of them.
My career in journalism helped open the doors of the White
House, giving me remarkable private access to the men who led the most
powerful nation in the world during the last half of the 20th century.
I have been able to interview, one on one, each successive
president beginning with Harry S. Truman and ending with George
Herbert Walker Bush. I have also conversed informally with most of these
men on more than one occasion and spent time with some of them
socially-at state dinners and private functions , in their family quarters
in the White House, on the tennis court and the presidential yacht.
I am, to the ends of my fingertips , a reporter and writer.
My interest in politics and politicians is lifelong. I majored in political
science at Princeton University, graduating cum laude in 1949. That year
I took a job as a police reporter at The Cleveland News , an evening news
paper then owned by my family's Forest City Publishing Company,
which also published the morning and Sunday Plain Dealer.
During my journalistic apprenticeship at the News , which
included assignments covering the criminal courts, the county court
house and city hall, I discovered my love of political reporting. I was
complimented to be named political editor of the News in 1953 at age 27.
For the next four years I happily covered state government and city
politics, in addition to writing a weekly column.
In 1957, I moved on to The Plain Dealer, where I spent five
years on the business side, learning about printing and production,
circulation and advertising.
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In 1963, perhaps even to the surprise of my family, the
directors of the Forest City Publishing Company named me publisher
and editor of The Plain Dealer. I was 36, and hoped to still find time
to be able again to write some columns about major political figl!-res
and important political issues.
During my 28 years at the PD's helm I sought out opportunities
to interview leaders from the United States and around the world, hoping
to give our readers insights into what these influential but to most people
distant figures were really like, what they believed and what they had in
mind to do. I talked privately with more than 20 heads of state, including
Margaret Thatcher, Anwar Sadat, Yitzhak Rabin, King Hussein, Willy
Brandt, Jacques Chirac and Bo Yibo (one of the five top leaders of the
Chinese Communist Party through the early 1980s) .
I was fascinated but not overwhelmed to be admitted into the
company of these famous personages. While I wanted nothing specific
from them, I was always conscious of the probability that they wanted
something from me: favorable notice and support from The Plain Dealer,
then one of America's 15 largest newspapers and Ohio's largest, as well.
Wanting support was particularly true of candidates for
president of the United States. As publisher as well as editor I had the
final word on all major endorsements. I ran a fiercely independent news
paper. At the staunchly Republican Cleveland News I had observed how
information dries up once a newspaper is perceived to be supporting only
one political party or one ideology. When you become a "one-sided" news
paper, the people you support editorially give you little news because they
already have you in their corner. The people you oppose editorially give
you little news because they don't trust you. In addition, endorsements
of candidates are without influence if they are predictable. So for reasons
of fairness and practicality I insisted that the Plain Dealer's editorial page
be nonpartisan.
Our fair-minded editorial policy made The Plain Dealer a
political power broker on the local and national scene. Our front-page
endorsement of Carl B. Stokes for mayor of Cleveland, for example,
was a major factor in his election as the first black mayor of a major
American city in 1967. Similarly, three-time Cleveland mayor Michael R.
/{}

White was a little-known underdog until our endorsement helped him
win city hall in 1989. Our newspaper's ability to influence the thinking
of independent-minded voters in Ohio- always a key swing state in presi
dential elections because it is one of the country's most populous states
ensured that I was able to meet with each new occupant of the White House.
Often these initial contacts led to private and revealing relationships.
I tried to make the most of each encounter journalistically.
I found that if I agreed to keep certain portions of our conversations
"not for quotation," presidents (and other public figures) were more
likely to divulge confidential or revealing information that I could pass
on to our readers or to the Plain Dealer editorial board as background.
Once my subjects realized I was true to my word-that my articles did
not embarrass them publicly, quote them directly on sensitive issues,
or disclose information they had imparted on a confidential basis-they
were inclined to be very open and frank.
In retrospect, most of the "important" information I gleaned
during off-the-record moments with world leaders seemed more
momentous then than now. It is the revelations of habit and character
that I observed during my interactions with nine American presidents that
seem worth recounting today. As far as I am concerned, the various ways
in which these master politicians revealed to me something of their true
personalities and inner natures are pieces of history that should be
"on the record."
Whatever their strengths and weaknesses, I genuinely liked these
political figures and I have tried to portray them fairly . In doing so, I hope
to offer a few fresh insights into leaders whose personalities are so familiar
and whose deeds are equally well documented.
Unlike some authors who have written so well about these
presidents, I have known personally all of my subjects. Instead of offering
new research, I describe the human chemistry that can only be generated
during a one-on-one meeting. I have also included pertinent new
information and credible assessments of success and failure that have
emerged since each of the nine presidents sketched here was in power.
For the most part I share here my vivid recollections of what nine
men who have so greatly influenced our lives and times were like when
II

they were " off stage. " Even the presidents_ with whom I had only brief
encounters-namely, Truman and Eisenhower-made lasting impressions,
in spite of the limited time in which I had to study and observe them.
Also woven into my character sketches are glimpses I caught of the private
roles and personalities of the wives of these presidents. A few of these nine
first ladies I came to know quite well.
This book concludes with some inside observations of the
White House, the setting for many of my encounters with the presidents
and their wives .
I have enjoyed writing these character sketches more than
I thought I would. Some journalists and political insiders who write about
the high and mighty hesitate to speak too much of the truth. My guess
is these types are apprehensive about being denied access in the future
to important news sources and fear being excluded from the corridors
of power. Unconstrained at age 7,5 by such concerns, I have tried to follow
the example of a famous British politician, author and journalist who
shared his penetrating personal observations of world leaders. Winston S.
Churchill's 1937 collection of essays entitled Great Contemporaries
is still fascinating today because Churchill profiled his counterparts
on the world stage without fear or favor .
In portraying nine remarkable politicians who reached the
top of their profession, honesty and fairness have been my guiding
principles. I have tried to tell the truth out of respect for men who did
their very best to serve their country well.
-Thomas Vail
Cleveland, Ohio
May 2002
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Ohio Senator Stephen M. Young,
the author and President Truman

History has been kind to Harry 8. Truman,
and justifiably so. David McCullough's brilliant biography of Truman
makes it easy for us to now see the greatness of a man who was under
estimated and underappreciated in his own time-and still is.
Winston Churchill was the first to dramatically
point out (in 1946) that the Soviet Union's increasing influence over the
war-ravaged Continent had dropped an "iron curtain" between Western
and Eastern Europe. But it was Truman who organized the free world
to do something about it. Truman rebuilt Western Europe with the
Marshall Plan, stopping communist expansionism cold.
I sat down with Truman 11 years after he had left
the presidency. With his unrefined manners and Middle Western, middle
class twang, he was hardly Central Casting's notion of a world leader.
He looked as clean as a whistle, as if he took two showers a day.
Truman came on loud and strong. He had no
doubts about anything. He was " definite" and "sure" on all subjects.
As Churchill once said of Truman, "He puts his two feet down on an issue
and stays there. "
Truman was a party Democrat with no interest
in the intellectual or the philosophical. His answers to my questions were
simple and straightforward. He was practical to the core. He told me he
knew that he had not been the most qualified person to be president,
/5

but, that when the job had fallen to him, h e had tried to do it as well
a he could. His purposeful modesty was b ecoming.
Clearly Truman was the right man in the right place at the right
tim e. H e was always willing to make the hard call, be it his decision
to integrate the Army, unleash the atomic bomb , or save Western Europe
from communism .
In addition to his sure feelings of right and wrong, Truman
was possessed of the highest moral character and integrity. As David
McCullough has documented so well, the man from Missouri was
incorruptible. It is sad that the American public does not rank Harry S.
Truman, for all his historic achievements and sterling charact er , as one
of our '' most admired" presidents.
The Europeans recognized their debt of gratitude. After leaving
the presiden cy, Truman traveled to England to receive an honorary degr ee
from Oxford University. (It was his first trip to England, b elieve it or not. )
The then chancellor of Oxford was Lord Halifax, a former British
ambassador to the United States . McCullough 's book includes a marvelous
photograph of Lord Halifax, tall and handsome in his scholar's robe ,
the quintessential British aristocrat, shaking hands with Truman,
the b espectacled Middle Westerner. You can read the admiration and
gratitude on Halifax's face. You can almost hear him saying, "Thank you
for saving us."
I h eard similar sentiments expressed b y form er U. S. Secretary
of Defense Clark Clifford. A Truman intimate, Clifford had been ask ed
b y the National Press Club to commemorate the late president on the
occasion of Truman's birthday. Befor e he fini sh ed his remarks the u sually
unflappable Clifford, a suave attorney and Washington power broker ,
was in t ears. Almost unable to proceed, h e finally said about Truman with
great emotion, " What a wonderful epitaph: to have saved the fre e world."
Although this is not always true of other presidents, the more
we learn about Truman's charact er and legacy, the better h e looks.
Even one m eeting with him years ago was sufficient to convince me that
Harry Truman was a true American original and a gr eat man.

/6

GHT D. EISENHOWER
Like so many I could not help but "like Ike. "
Dwight D. Eisenhower had the kindest demeanor
of almost any person I have ever met. He was the most soothing of the
nine presidents I have known. His tone of voice was soft and his famous
smile had an ingratiating effect on people similar to Ronald Reagan's.
In a phrase, Ike was the archetypal "nice guy. " In person and in public
he never said a bad word about anyone. Even his handshake was gentle
surprising for a military commander.
It was his essential decency that had made Eisen
hower the ideal choice to be commander in chief of the Allied military
forces in World War II. His nice guy image gave him leverage in handling
the capable but strong-willed generals under his command. And it was his
likableness (to others, his inoffensiveness) , more than any other quality,
that propelled him into the White House. In the early 1950s America was
still weary of conflict and acrimony. Eisenhower represented a return
to calm and order.
I spoke with Dwight Eisenhower on several occasions.
One of our conversations took place in the aftermath of a fierce debate
that had raged within the Republican Party in 1964 over the issue of who
would make the better candidate for president: conservative U.S. Senator
f(j

Barry Goldwater or William Scranton, then governor of Pennsylvania.
Bill Scranton represented the liberal wing of the party, which in 1951 had
helped Eisenhower wrest the presidential nomination from U.S. Senator
Robert A. Taft of Ohio, the candidate preferred by the party's right wing.
Given this background, one would have expected the former
president to endorse Scranton. But Eisenhower had come out for
Goldwater. Later I learned that the man who stood up to the German
army had not wished to cross his former secretary of the treasury, George
M. Humphrey, a conservative Cleveland industrialist, who had made
it very clear to Eisenhower that Eisenhower should support Goldwater.
It was characteristic of Ike to avoid conflict.
I asked Eisenhower to explain why he had backed Goldwater,
who is now remembered respectfully as "Mr. Conservative," but was then
widely perceived to be a dangerous demagogue. Goldwater's anti
communist stance was especially virulent. Eisenhower glossed over
Goldwater's most contentious statements ("Extremism in the defense of
liberty is no vice. Moderation in the pursuit of justice is no virtue" ) by
advising me that were I to sit down and talk with Barry Goldwater in
person, I would see that he was not as "extreme" as the press had painted
him. This was vintage Eisenhower. He tried to find the good in everyone
and head off controversy.
Although they had strikingly different personalities, Eisenhower
and his immediate predecessor, Harry Truman, were cut from the same
cloth in many ways. They both came from the center of the country
the real Middle West. Neither one had ideological game plans, liberal
or conservative. Neither one impressed me as a profound thinker or
strategist. Both were realists. Both relied on their common sense, acting
straightforwardly to address whatever was before them. Both got up
in the morning, went to work, and worked hard. They both believed that
their hard work would be rewarded-and it was. Both had started out
in life with practically nothing.
Eisenhower's legacy, unlike Truman's, is still hard to determine.
In the long run Eisenhower may be best remembered for securing the
Allied victory in Europe during World War II. His calm and balanced
presidency was remarkable mainly as a period of "normalcy. "
:lO

In our last conversation Eisenhower shed some light on his
success at steering a middle course. "One thing I learned," he told me,
"is that if you do not know what to do, then don't do anything. "
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President Kennedy , the author a nd his wife, Iris

N F. KENNEDY
To experience John F . Kennedy up close was to encounter both
the myth and the reality of his personality and presidency. With the
passage of time these two opposing views of our slain 35th president
have only grown farther apart.
Here is how he seemed to me.
President Kennedy was indeed a witty, charming and glamorous
figure-as charismatic in person as he appeared to be in public. A hand
some man, he always had a smile for the cameras. Yet I noticed that he
walked with his shoulders slightly hunched, as if his bad back-the legacy
of a football injury in college-was giving him pain. Photographs of
Kennedy on the Harvard gridiron or playing touch football at the family
compound in Hyannisport contributed to the impression that he was an
exceptional athlete. By his own admission, this was not the case. As he
once told me, "I was not a good athlete, but I participated."
When Kennedy's golf clubs and other personal effects were
put up for sale after his assassination, his former press secretary, Pierre
Salinger, described the late president as a good golfer. The truth is
that Kennedy, like Eisenhower, could not break 100. As their best friends
told me many times with a wink, "When presidents play golf, no one
keeps score! "

Kennedy was fun to be with, exactly as the press portrayed him.
I made several trips to the White House during his presidency, including
one memorable occasion in late 1963 when I was seated next to the
president at a luncheon in the State Dining Room. Then age 36, I had
only recently been appointed publisher and editor of The Plain Dealer.
Kennedy was, at age 43 , the youngest person ever to be elected president.
As we were both of a generation that was hell-bent on showing
that we knew more than our elders, we had at least that in common. Our
mutual interests also included a love of fine cigars. Hidden in my pocket
that day were two H. Upmann Cuban cigars, a brand I knew the president
liked. I intended to give him one. After the Bay of Pigs fiasco, President
Kennedy had prohibited the importation of Cuban cigars, so when I
presented him with an H. Upmann, he said, "Where did you get that?
You're not supposed to have it! "
"Mr. President," I replied, "I got this before you cut off good
things like this from Cuba." JFK observed that he could not, of course,
smoke the Cuban cigar I had brought him. However, he suggested that
I should take the cigar out of its tube, remove its band, and place it next
to his plate. I did this . Then we resumed our conversation about politics
and affairs of the day.
At one point I asked the president what he believed would be
the major issue of the upcoming presidential campaign. "Me," he
answered, with a conceited smile. Kennedy went on to observe that
the Republicans would be well advised to nominate Barry Goldwater
instead of Nelson Rockefeller in 1964. He pointed out that "Rockefeller's
policies would be too close to mine" to offer the voters a compelling
reason to vote Republican. While this was true, JFK must also have
suspected that he could more easily defeat Goldwater than Rockefeller.
At the end of the meal, the president called for the Marine
Guard, instructing them, "Tell everyone there will be coffee in the next
room. " He then poked me on the shoulder and said, "Wait a minute. "
After all the other guests had left the State Dining Room, JFK
said, "Let's smoke 'em. " With that, he and I lit up and began happily
puffing away on the excellent Cuban cigars, in the empty State Dining
Room in front of a portrait of Abraham Lincoln, looking pensive with

chin on hand. It was the last time I saw the president. Ten days later he
was assassinated.
Earlier that year my wife, Iris Jennings Vail, and I had flown
to Washington, D.C ., to attend a state dinner in honor of the Shah of Iran.
The shah was a surprisingly short man-a fact that was particularly
noticeable when he stood next to President Kennedy in the receiving line.
When the president, who was over six feet tall, turned to introduce Iris
and me to the Shah of Iran, I had a little trouble seeing the guest of honor
until I leaned over and bent toward him. At dinner President Kennedy's
remarks were witty and appropriate as usual. He charmed everyone in
the room. None of us realized that behind all the glitter something was
amiss in Camelot.
President Kennedy's eye for the ladies has now been well
documented. He clearly liked my attractive wife, complimenting her
at their first meeting on a piece of Tiffany jewelry she wore. At another
White House luncheon I attended, he could not wait to come up and
introduce himself to a pretty young lady sitting next to me. He leaned
toward her to inquire, "Is everything all right with you? "
The list of the women with whom Kennedy had affairs is seem
ingly endless. It even includes his wife's press secretary, Pamela Turnure,
and many actresses, among them Angie Dickinson, whom he "visited"
during his rounds of inaugural parties. Some members of the press knew
about Kennedy's affairs but kept silent out of respect for his office. Only
after Watergate had permanently tarnished the aura of the presidency
did the amorous misdeeds of political figures like Democratic presidential
candidate Gary Hart become fair game for the media.
We now know that Jack and Jackie Kennedy's marriage was
not happy. It probably would have broken up had not Jack's father,
Joseph Kennedy, literally paid his daughter-in-law to stay with his son.
(Joe Kennedy knew that a divorce would not sit well with the voting
public.) The few times that Iris and I attended White House functions ,
Jackie did not usually show up. Her absence from the state dinner for the
shah was conspicuous. We chalked up her behavior to a dislike of politics,
unaware of the tensions between her and her husband. In fact, the
president made a point of telling Iris, "Jackie sends her best," when my
:.!.)

wife greeted the president in the receiving line. Iris was Jackie's cousin
by marriage, and they were schoolmates at Miss Porter's School in
Farmington, Connecticut.
Like her husband, the First Lady was something other than she
sometimes appeared. Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy was a late bloomer.
When she was in prep school, young men were not particularly interested
in her, according to her classmates. She was a good student, particularly
in art. Yet Bobby Kennedy told me his sister-in-law Jackie had " extreme
ideas. " He added that she was not very practical, to say the least.
Jackie felt most at home in jet-set society, whose members
realized correctly that her interest in her appearance was good for the
world of high fashion . European couturiers had a field day outfitting
America's young and striking First Lady in their most sophisticated
fashions . Ordinary people took pride in Jackie's extraordinary elegance.
The public's favorable attitude toward Jackie Kennedy's preoccu
pation with fashion was an anomaly in itself. Apparently it was all right
for the wife of a President descended from Irish immigrants to dress up
like a European aristocrat. Imagine what the reaction would have been
if Eleanor Roosevelt (a true American aristocrat) had chosen to wear
haute couture. The public would surely have branded Mrs. Roosevelt
an elitist snob!
Jackie Kennedy must be given credit for her efforts to beautify
the White House and restore to their rightful place some of its early
furnishings. Certainly no one before her had thought it important to
preserve this aspect of our country's heritage. Yet anyone truly knowledge
able about American art, antiques and landscape architecture will recog
nize that the decorative arts and gardens at the White House are not as
outstanding as one would expect to find in the chief executive's mansion
in the richest country in the world. The reality differs from the myth.
Americans seem so attached to the glamour of the Kennedy
years that it raises the question of whether humankind prefers myths
to reality. Apparently there are some realities people just do not want to
accept. Remembering his inspiring speeches, full of wonderful expressions
of lofty ideals, the public still ranks John F . Kennedy as one of our "most
admired" presidents. Time and new revelations paint a different picture,

one that suggests that President Kennedy's amorality may have extended
to this political life. We can now perceive the outlines of the shadowy
forces that propelled him into the presidency.
Kennedy defeated Nixon by one-tenth of a percent. Votes in
Cook County, Illinois- the turf of Sam Giancana, the head of the Chicago
Mafia and a business acquaintance of Kennedy's father-gave JFK one
of the slimmest margins of victory in American history. President
Kennedy's direct ties to Giancana have been alleged by Judith Campbell
Exner, the notorious girlfriend of both men. Exner came forward before
her death from cancer to claim that she carried numerous messages back
and forth between Kennedy and Giancana. Some of them, she had
surmised, dealt with " adjusting" the vote in Cook County. Exner also
claimed in Vanity Fair magazine that she had an abortion after learning
that she was going to have a child by Kennedy.
President Kennedy's assassination raises more questions about
his family's entanglement with the Mafia- a sordid history that has been
spelled out in numerous books ranging from The Dark Side of Camelot
by the well-regarded investigative reporter Seymour Hersh to Double Cross ,
a biography of Sam Giancana written by the mobster's brother and godson.
In addition to the Kennedys' widely reported connections
and obligations to the underworld, one must consider the mysterious
circumstances surrounding Kennedy's assassination, such as evidence of
a second shot fired from the "grassy knoll," the disappearance of autopsy
records and indeed of the president's brain, and Lee Harvey Oswald's
well-timed murder by underworld figure Jack Ruby. Given all this,
the lone gunman theory defies rational belief. It does not take much imag
ination to believe Giancana eliminated both John and Robert Kennedy
as payback for having been double-crossed, as his brother's book asserts.
On numerous occasions during his tenure as attorney general,
Bobby Kennedy shared with me his determination to break up organized
crime and imprison Mafia kingpins. It seems to me that Bobby never knew
the extent to which the Chicago "Outfit" run by Giancana had helped
to secure his brother's election. As a newspaperman in a big union town,
I have known my share of Mafia figures and learned something about
the Mafia code of honor. A member of the Mafia will not hold it against

a reporter who contributes to his being convicted and imprisoned. But
there will be hell to pay if a reporter should ever ask a Mafioso for a favor
and then contrive to put him in jail.
Judith Exner understood this . When someone asked her why
she did not reveal all that she knew to the Warren Commission, she said
simply, "I would have been eliminated immediately. " Double Cross
suggests, at the very least, that fear may also have been the reason
Richard Nixon declined to ask for a recount in Cook County. Although
Nixon liked to paint his decision in statesmanlike terms-he once told me
that he had feared a recount "would be very unsettling to the country"
the authors of Double Cross claim that it had more to do with Giancana's
intervention. According to Double Cross, the Mafia boss sent word to
Nixon, advising him to accept defeat graciously. If he did so, the book
states, Giancana promised to help Nixon at a later date.
As we look at the reality of Kennedy's legacy, we see untoward
behavior and questionable performance. The Bay of Pigs fiasco , which
culminated in the Soviet Union's attempt to establish a missile base
in Cuba, is a horrifying example of his poor judgment. Kennedy's social
welfare programs were never enacted during his term. In a private
conversation with me before he addressed a meeting of the American Bar
Association in Cleveland in 1963, Bobby Kennedy placed the blame for
inaction on the legislative branch. "We will never be able to sell our
program to the Congress, and in fact I don't think the Congress really
understands what we are trying to do," the attorney general told me.
It fell to Lyndon Johnson to realize his predecessor's social vision.
A brilliant congressional lobbyist, Johnson deserves all the credit he has
received for skillfully winning passage of the " Great Society" legislation.
Sometimes myths sustain us. Winston Churchill' s optimistic and
inspiring statements kept alive hope that the British would prevail over
the Germans in World War II when circumstances suggested otherwise.
For me, the Kennedy myth is more like a Hollywood-style illusion.
John F. Kennedy made good company, no doubt about it. But his perform
ance, morals and underworld connections were dubious, and it is only the
drama of his tragic death that makes him seem larger than life.

ON B. JOHNSON
The most striking thing about Lyndon Johnson was
how big and physical he was. He had the presence and personality of
a large bear.
Johnson took excellent advantage of his imposing size
and nature . In Congress and the White House he excelled at the use of
one-on-one, physical contact as a tool of persuasion. But his need to reach
out and touch people put him at a disadvantage when it came to properly
reading the situation in faraway Vietnam. In situations in which he lacked
the ability to literally twist arms , he was lost.
A few personal snapshots will illustrate LBJ's physical
approach. When President Johnson made a swing through Cleveland during
the 1964 presidential election campaign, I went to see him in his suite
at a downtown hotel. I sat in his bedroom while he shaved and talked
endlessly. This was his standard procedure. Johnson was full of stories
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of all kinds, told with a great sense of humor. But he wasn't usually
focused. President Nixon could tell you all you needed to k:r;tow about the
major questions of the day in 30 minutes. President Johnson could talk
for two hours, and you would still have difficulty remembering later the
points he was trying to make.
While President Johnson and I conversed in his hotel suite about
the '64 campaign, the press corps waited as usual outside the door.
At some point Johnson learned that Katherine Graham, the principal
owner and publisher of The Washington Post , was among those journalists
waiting outside to speak to him. Johnson asked to have her shown in.
When Kay Graham entered the bedroom, Johnson picked her up bodily
and threw her on the bed, where she bounced up and down on~e or twice.
Although Graham and Johnson had known each other for more than
a decade and his behavior was meant to be taken as fun, it still struck
me as bizarre for a person of his stature and position.
When I saw Johnson again after he was elected, something
similar happened. In 1965, Iris and I were invited to the White House
for a dinner. Upon encountering Iris that evening, the president asked,
"Where's Tom? " My wife pointed to me standing nearby, with my back
turned. Suddenly I felt my suit jacket being pulled up almost completely
over my head. When I was able to extricate myself from this unusual
predicament, I turned to confront the "prankster. " It was none other
than the 36th president of the United States.
I last encountered Johnson in 1971 , when I attended the
dedication of his presidential library at the University of Texas in Austin.
As usual, LBJ couldn't stand still. He was rushing around shaking hands
with everyone and talking about everything under the sun.
I was witness to one especially revealing interplay. Johnson
turned to George Ball, who was formerly his undersecretary of state,
and said, "You warned me about getting into Vietnam and I should have
listened to you. " Other advisers, notably Secretary of State Dean Rusk
and Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara, had played to Johnson's
instinct to use American power in Vietnam. They remained in their posts
while Ball, who had given Johnson far better advice, never advanced
beyond the number two position in the State Department. Ball's fate

illuminates an interesting lesson in power politics as it is played at the
highest level. Advisers learn to "read" the boss and go along with him.
Otherwise their days in the inner circle are numbered.
I witnessed this kind of power game in action at the White House
on August 4, 1964, just as the Gulf of Tonkin crisis was brewing. My day
began with a private meeting with Dean Rusk, who informed me, "When
you get to see President Johnson, he will tell you something interesting. "
Arriving at the White House, I was ushered into the Oval Office and sat
next to the president at his desk. He told me that North Vietnamese naval
vessels had attacked two U.S. destroyers in the Gulf of Tonkin.
President's Johnson response to the news of the attack was
certainly emotional. Even a year later, when I again met with Johnson
and Rusk at the White House, the president was still fuming that "there
is no way we can let the Vietnamese or anyone else get away with attack
ing our American forces like that. " I got the impression Johnson was not
so much asking for advice as he was signaling to his secretary of state
that the president of the United States, this "political gunslinger" from
Texas, was not going to let America get pushed around by a bunch of
little people from Southeast Asia.

President Johnson. th e a uthor
and Secretarv of State Dean Rusk

On the day after my visit in 1964, the president drafted the
Gulf of Tonkin Resolution and sent it up to Capitol Hill, where Congress
promptly authorized the president to continue and indeed step up military
reprisals against North Vietnam. The resolution paved the way for Johnson
to increase dramatically the number of American troops in South Vietnam
and to permit their commanders to order them into combat. Our entangle
ment in Vietnam would prove to be a disaster for the country and the end
of President Johnson's political career.
Johnson was encouraged in his monumental miscalculation by
Robert McNamara, with whom I met alone several times. Clearly
McNamara had no understanding of human nature, international politics
or history. He underestimated the determination and endurance of the
Viet Cong, persuading himself and President Johnson that our superior
numbers, equipment and military know-how would give us the decisive
advantage. George Ball, who questioned our involvement from the
beginning, once told me that McNamara was forever spouting "statistics"
to prove that the U .S. could win the war.
Johnson's approach to people and problems was instinctive.
At a private dinner for 20 on the second floor of the White House in early
1968, I sat at the president's table. Once again I heard him define his
foreign policy in terms that were as emotional and physical as they were
political and analytical.
The president explained why he had given the green light to
General William Westmoreland, the commander of the U.S . troops in
Vietnam. Johnson said he "could not see how you could win a boxing
match against Jack Dempsey with one arm tied behind your back."
I suggested to the president that he might try stopping the bombing
of North Vietnam to pave the way for a negotiated peace, but he would
not listen. He restated his belief that we could not win the war if we were
to restrain our armed forces in any way.
The glimpses I gained into the flawed decision-making process
that led America into the Vietnam quagmire from my encounters with
President Johnson and members of his Cabinet were confirmed a half
dozen years later in The Best and the Brightest, David Halberstam's
superb in-depth study of that foreign policy debacle.

By early 1968 Johnson was acting like a caged bear. He could
not see a way out of his political predicament. His special assistant Jack
Valenti observed to me confidentially at a private White House dinner
party that year that "there is no way we can campaign with the kind
of national protest that is spreading everywhere. " When Eugene
McCarthy, a then little-known Democratic senator from Minnesota who
was running for president on a peace platform, made a strong showing
in New Hampshire against a sitting president from the same party,
Johnson realized that his political career was over.
A few months after announcing that he would not seek re
election in 1968, President Johnson called me. He had a bone to pick with
his vice president, Hubert H. Humphrey, the leading candidate to become
the Democratic Party's nominee for president. Vice President Humphrey
was trying to subtly distance himself from the administration's Vietnam
war policy. Johnson told me straight out that whenever Cabinet discus
sions had turned to the subject of what to do about Vietnam, Humphrey
had been a " hawk and had always supported escalation. " Talking Texan,
the president promised, " I will never let that son of a bitch off the hook
now that he sees his original judgment poses a political problem. "
Humphrey was trapped. To win the Democratic nomination,
he knew he needed the support of the sitting Democratic president. But
to win the presidency, he knew he needed to downplay his past support
of our military operations in Vietnam.
I made use of the background information I had received from
LBJ when I questioned Humphrey on the television news show "Meet the
Press" one Sunday before the 1968 conventions. As a guest panelist,
I asked the vice president to explain "in what way do you disagree with
President Johnson on Vietnam? "
Humphrey looked up at the ceiling, trying to think of something
politic to say. Eventually he admitted, "Well, I do not disagree with
President Johnson in any way about Vietnam. "
As our future course in Vietnam was the overwhelming issue
of the election of 1968, I decided that The Plain Dealer could not endorse
Humphrey for president. Our decision to back Nixon turned on the fact
that Nixon had told me he was willing to consider alternatives to the

dogged pursuit of the war. Humphrey went on to lose the presidential
election because of his ambiguous position on Vietnam.
I was to see more of the character and habits of President
Johnson during a 24 -hour period I spent at the White House on July 14,
1965. I met with the president in the morning, unaware that I was being
"interviewed" for the position of secretary of the Navy. A few minutes
into our meeting Secretary Rusk entered the room to announce that Adlai
Stevenson, U.S . ambassador to the United Nations, had dropped dead in
London. President Johnson immediately excused himself to make plans
for Stevenson's rites, but returned later to attend a previously scheduled
luncheon for a trade delegation from Japan. After lunch, the president
asked me to come back later that afternoon and spend the evening alone
with him. Although I had no idea then what had prompted this invitation,
I accepted.
The evening started with our getting into a plain-looking sedan
with "Him," the president's favorite beagle. LBJ slunk down in the back
seat so that he would not be seen. Without a police escort we made our
way through the Washington traffic to the dock where the presidential
yacht, the Honey Fitz , was moored. We cruised around the Potomac basin
for an hour or so.
When we returned to the White House, President Johnson and I
walked alone to the Oval Office. The Secret Service was nowhere in sight.
Johnson looked at all the news reports that had come in over the wire
service machine in his absence. It was late, perhaps around midnight.
The president asked whether I might like to spend the night, and I agreed
to stay. Leaving the Oval Office, we began walking through Jacqueline
Kennedy's tulip garden toward the White House. Suddenly a voice cried
halt. A security guard had come out to see who were these two guys tram
pling through the tulips in the dark. The guard came up with a flashlight.
When he saw President Johnson, he apologized and let us go on our way.
In the upstairs quarters at the White House, the president
motioned me to follow him into his bedroom, where he read more reports
and talked and talked. He mentioned the problems he was having with
Attorney General Bobby Kennedy, ruminated about the troubles Vietnam
was causing him, and brought up the subject of his search for a secretary

of the Navy. Finally, at about two o'clock in the morning, he decided to
have a massage. Miraculously a masseur appeared, placing a collapsible
massage table off the end of the bed. Then the president of the United
States undressed and lay down completely naked on the table. I watched
dumbfounded while the masseur gave this "great white whale" a rubdown.
I was exhausted when the president finally asked me to pop down the hall
to Lincoln's bedroom. Making a joke as I departed, he said, "We will have
to put up a plaque in there that says, 'Tom Vail slept here. ' Ha, ha, ha! "
LBJ told me to wake him up at 6:30 a.m.
The next morning I rose to discover that Lincoln's bedroom
offered a magnificent view of the Washington Monument, which I enjoyed
for a moment before making my way back to the president's room.
I picked up and delivered the newspaper that lay outside his door.
President Johnson remained in bed while he and I ate breakfast.
On the menu: creamed chipped beef served Tex-Mex style (extra spicy) ,
a dish that I endured but which the president consumed with gusto.
Throughout the 24-hour period I spent with LBJ, Lady Bird
Johnson was not much in evidence. I never believed she had a great
influence on her husband's administration- or much interest in politics,
for that matter. The few times I encountered her she struck me as a nice
person and a dutiful wife. She always seemed to be trying hard to make
sure she said the right thing.
In this she was the polar opposite of the first lady whom she
succeeded. Lady Bird did not share Jackie Kennedy's tendency toward
kookiness or Jackie's preoccupations with fashion and culture. A practical,
unemotional, "salt of the earth" type, Lady Bird provided the perfect
antidote to the volubility of her husband, who had a telephone glued
to his ear even when others were present. Despite the early hour of our
breakfast on July 15, he began making calls while we ate, attempting
to persuade this congressman or that Capitol Hill aide to support his
Great Society legislation.
Finally my extended visit with this incredible dynamo concluded.
Only later did I learn from Jack Valenti that Johnson was considering me
for the position of secretary of the Navy . I was not excited by the prospect
of leaving my work as publisher and editor of The Plain Dealer for a
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short-term political appointment in Washington. Little did I know then
how short Johnson's time as president would be.
Lyndon Johnson will be remembered as the personification of one
of our country's most cherished beliefs: He offered indisputable proof that
any American, regardless of birth, could one day become president.
Historians have added some interesting footnotes to the story of his rise,
documenting the influence peddling and inside dealing that netted him
an exclusive television station franchise-the foundation of his personal
fortune. And Means ofAscent, the second volume of Robert Caro's
fascinating biography of our 36th president, reports in convincing detail
how Johnson "stole" the election that propelled him into the U.S . Senate,
from whence he was plucked to be John Kennedy's running mate.
On more than one occasion LBJ told me a story that demon
strated the fierceness of his drive to make something of himself in politics .
As a young man working as an elevator operator in a small office building,
Johnson related, he had learned that a vice president of the United States
would be passing through town. Johnson finagled someone into filling
in for him for four hours so that he could wait for the vice president's
cavalcade to pass by in the street, dreaming all the while that someday
he might be part of such a thrilling scene.
Having succeeded beyond even his wildest dreams, LBJ kept
a profound and earthy love of this country. Particularly dear to him
was the hardscrabble land of his origins: Texas. Yet Johnson was also
self-conscious about his humble beginnings and overly influenced by
the Eastern-establishment intellectuals he inherited from the Kennedy
administration. His greatest gifts were not in that arena. His genuine
empathy for people was LBJ's strong suit. Johnson could walk into
a room and accurately "read" individuals whom he had never before
met. Like all great politicians, such as Franklin Roosevelt and Ronald
Reagan, Lyndon Johnson had the common touch.
Johnson's presidency will be remembered for its trail-blazing
domestic welfare policy and its tragic foreign policy. Calling upon his
outstanding people skills, Johnson sold a reluctant Congress on the social
welfare programs the Kennedy administration envisioned but lacked the
lobbying expertise to have enacted.

But Johnson' s belief that American power could and should
be exercised everywhere against the onslaught of communism resulted
in his disastrous decision to send troops to fight a civil war in Vietnam.
Fifty-five thousand Americans died for this fruitless cause.
Like the man himself, Johnson's successes and failures were on
a large scale. These monumental triumphs and disasters will be his legacy.

AUSTXN', TEXA.s

Dear Mrs. Vail:
Your letter to Mrs. Johnson was so special
she wanted to make sure I read it, too. I
wouldn't have missed it for the world.
There are some other things that I'm also
grateful I haven't missed in my lifetime. •.
like the wonderful friendship that Tom Vail
bas given me for more years than I can recall
or having you with us to share the dedication
ceremonies.
We think of you and Tom often and fondly. We
hope very much that you will come back for a
more leisurely visit with us.

Mrs. Thomas Vail
Hunting Valley
Chagrin Falls , Ohio 44022

June 4, 1971

CHARD M. NIXON
Who can fathom Richard Nixon?
It is not an easy task . Close associates like Henry
Kissinger, who might be able to provide a thorough analysis of our 37th
president, have chosen not to reveal all they know about their former boss.
Thinking back on the many one-on-one conversations I had with the
enigmatic, brainy Nixon, some clues to his character emerge.
With the passage of time I now more clearly see
Richard M. Nixon as a man without a moral center.
I had encounters with Nixon when he was in and out
of power; in settings as varied as the Oval Office and his private residences;
one on one and at public gatherings . Almost every conversation I had
with Nixon over a 20-year period starting in 1963 turned sooner or later
to the subject of money. Having come from a poor California family and
apparently having entered politics as a means of climbing the economic
ladder, Nixon was obsessed with money- who had it, what they did with it,
how he might get some, what it could do for him.
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Years after the Watergate scandal forced Richard Nixon from
the presidency, I asked one of his closest associates, "Why on earth didn't
you destroy the tapes? " Nixon's complicity in the cover-up of the break-in
of the Democratic Party headquarters at the Watergate apartments in
Washington, D.C. , had been captured on the secret tape recordings the
president made of all Oval Office conversations. When damaging excerpts
from these recordings became public during the congressional hearings
on Watergate, Nixon was forced to resign. Nixon's old friend replied,
"You should understand that President Nixon did not destroy the tapes
because he thought they had monetary value for him."
Gardner "Mike" Cowles, the late founder and publisher of Look
magazine and a good friend of mine, shared with me another example
of Nixon's grasping after dollars. After the Eisenhower administration left
the White House, Cowles personally offered the former vice president
the assignment of traveling around the world to interview world leaders.
The interviews were to he published as a series in Look under Nixon's
byline. Sometime later Cowles read a story in The New York Times
reporting that Nixon was going to make a trip around the world, talk
to world leaders, and write stories about these conversations that were
to he published, Cowles learned to his astonishment, in the Times.
Cowles was understandably upset. He tried for several weeks
to schedule an appointment with Nixon before the latter reluctantly agreed
to meet. When Cowles finally came face to face with Nixon, he asked him
why he had broken his agreement to write for Look. "You offered me
$50,000," Nixon replied, "and the New York Times offered me $100,000
for the same thing, and that's it." From that moment on, Cowles never
trusted Nixon. Many other Americans shared Cowles' perception of Nixon
as untrustworthy. Even before the Watergate scandal broke Nixon had
earned the enduring nickname of "Tricky Dick. "
Why Nixon became entangled in th~ Watergate dirty trick
remains a mystery. When you are a shoo-in to he re-elected president
and your campaign committees have raised 10 times more money than
you need, why would your operatives need to burgle the headquarters of
your opponent? What were they looking for? What were they afraid of?
Someday we may know, hut for now attorneys for the Nixon estate have

been able to keep under seal the most important Watergate documents
contained in his presidential papers. The fact that sensitive documents
have not yet been placed in the Nixon Library, where they would be open
to public scrutiny, tells us something-and then some.
The other great Watergate mystery is , of course, the identity
of "Deep Throat," as Washington Post reporters Bob Woodward and Carl
Bernstein dubbed the source who helped them eventually tie the break-in
to the "plumbers unit" in the White House. I am certain that Woodward
and Bernstein had to have more than one inside informer. No responsible
journalist would ever publish a revelation this important without having
it corroborated by several high-level sources.
Even in the absence of certain hard evidence there is a way,
I believe, to explain the reason for Nixon's downfall. His lust for money
and status, born of a poor boy's lack of self-esteem, distorted his view
of everyone and everything. He was always conniving, always scheming,
about how to reach the pinnacle of wealth and power. Even after
achieving the highest office in the land, in the dark recesses of his
brooding mind he must have feared that someone, somewhere, wanted
to snatch away his hard-earned success. Why else keep an enemies list,
secretly tape your colleagues, encourage dirty tricks?
Nixon's monumental insecurities were revealed to me after Iris
and I spent an evening alone with him and his wife at their apartment
in New York City just before Nixon became the Republican nominee
for president in 1968. While our wives chatted, the host and I conversed.
The private Nixon was much like the public Nixon: painfully introverted.
His answers to my questions were concise and to the point. He didn't
elaborate. He did not indulge in social chatter. He displayed little sense
of humor.
Among other things, I asked Nixon about his perceptions
of several political figures from Ohio, such as Ray Bliss, who was then
the national chairman of the Republican Party. As state chairman of the
Ohio Republican Party, Bliss had been very successful in electing
Republicans to office. He was quiet but effective. I used to joke with Bliss
that, while he may have been an outstanding party leader, he was a poor
news source! Nixon did not share my respect for Bliss. He described him

as a "nitpicker. " I knew then that Bliss was not going to be national
Republican chairman for long. From Nixon's point of view Bliss was
too cozy with the liberal Rockefeller wing of the party.
I also brought up the name of George Humphrey, the head of
a Cleveland-based iron ore company and Eisenhower's secretary of the
treasury. One might have thought that Nixon would have favorable things
to say about the aging Humphrey, a member of the right wing of the
Republican Party, which was supporting Nixon's bid for the Republican
presidential nomination. To my surprise Nixon said, "I do not talk to
George Humphrey because he wants to resign from the world. " One thing
Nixon was not was an isolationist.
The main issue that I wanted to discuss with Nixon alone was
whether he would seriously consider the option of withdrawing American
military forces from Vietnam, a course of action advocated by The Plain
Dealer, should he be elected president. This was the most important
political question of 1968. Nixon was characteristically terse in answering
it. In this and subsequent conversations I felt that Nixon held back from
revealing what he was truly thinking on almost every topic of importance.
He declined to say if, how or when a withdrawal could be brought about,
but he did indicate to me that the war was a bad situation and American
policy toward it needed a new look.
This was enough of an indication to me that Nixon would be
more flexible in his approach to Vietnam than the leading contender
for the Democratic Party nomination, Hubert Humphrey, who was inextri
cably tied to the Johnson administration's aggressive pursuit of the war.
For this reason alone The Plain Dealer subsequently endorsed Nixon
for president.
The biggest surprise of our evening with the Nixons was Mrs.
Nixon herself, whom Iris and I found to be nothing like her public
persona. While clearly devoted to the success of her husband and
supportive of him in the extreme, Patricia Nixon was hardly the acquies
cent, retiring wife portrayed by the media. She came across as smart,
perceptive, direct and effective.
Nixon told me on numerous occasions that whenever things had
seemed bleakest for him, it was always Pat who convinced him to carry on.
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When President Eisenhower considered dumping Nixon from the 1956
ticket and at other times during Nixon's career, he had not been sure he
could survive politically. "Pat always said I could survive and perform,"
Nixon told me . Providing more proof of her skills at reading the political
climate, Pat Nixon told my wife during the course of our evening together
in 1968 that this time the Nixons were going to make it to the White
House. And they did.
At the time of our dinner, the Nixons were living in an apartment
building in New York in which Nelson Rockefeller also owned an
apartment. I have been in some fabulous apartments in New York City.
Nixon's place impressed me as very nice but not anything grand, and I
said so in a column I wrote for The Plain Dealer about our dinner with
the Nixons. I did not print the off-the-record remarks made by the
presidential candidate, but, having never read a piece about Pat Nixon
that portrayed her as she really was, I described her in the column exactly
as I had perceived her that evening.
Most politicians would have welcomed public confirmation that
they were not living in a too-fancy fashion. Not Nixon. He made mention
of the fact that I did not think too much of his apartment in a speech he
gave in Cleveland a few days after my column appeared. He also voiced
sensitivity to my portrayal of his wife as a strong, outspoken woman.
So there you have the strange sensibilities of Richard M. Nixon.
He wanted nothing so much as to be rich like Nelson Rockefeller and to
be perceived as having acquired all the requisite status symbols, including
a trophy apartment that was the equal of Rockefeller's.
To thank our hosts for dinner, my wife sent the Nixons a Royal
Worcester china flower from Tiffany's in a small china vase. Mrs. Nixon
never forgot the gift. Every time we saw her again at various receptions
at the White House, she mentioned her pleasure at having such a beautiful
memento of our pleasant evening together.
In January 1969 I met again with Nixon, this time for a one
on-one talk in the Oval Office. Again I wanted to discuss the issue of
Vietnam. Nixon had something else on his mind, although he had given
me no advance warning of this. I was taken aback when he asked me
straight out whether I would like to be ambassador to Germany or Japan.
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I was 42 and had been publisher and editor of The Plain Dealer
for only six years. The PD' s circulation had just surpassed that of The
Cleveland Press , making u~ the largest daily newspaper in the state.
My main ambition then was to see The Plain Dealer also do whatever it
could for the city of Cleveland, for Ohio and for the nation as opportuni
ties arose . My teenage children were another consideration. To ask them
to give up their friends and move overseas would have been difficult. Yet I
could not tell the president I would not give his offer serious consideration.
The plot subsequently thickened, revealing that the workings
of the Nixon administration were byzantine, to say the least.
I next heard from National Security Adviser Henry Kissinger,
who urged me to accept one of the ambassadorships. However, when
Secretary of State William P. Rogers learned of my job offer, he became
quite upset. Rogers, a longtime acquaintance of mine, had his own ideas
about who should be appointed ambassador to Germany and ambassador
to Japan. He resented the fact that the president had asked me to take
one of the five most important diplomatic posts in the world without
consulting his secretary of state. To make matters worse, Rogers didn't
like Kissinger, and the dislike was mutual. Were I to accept the president's
offer, I would have been in their crossfire.
I asked some of my politically astute friends for advice. I talked
to Henry Cabot Lodge Jr., who had served as ambassador to Germany,
evangelist Billy Graham and U.S. Senator Abraham Ribicoff of
Connecticut, a former Cabinet officer in the Kennedy administration,
among others. All of these friends and others offered the same advice.
They warned me not to give up my position as the head of one of the
largest newspapers in the country to take a short-term job whose
influence had been diminished by the rise of rapid transportation
and instant communications.
The most telling advice I received came from Billy Graham,
who would remain close to Nixon until Nixon fell from political grace.
Graham said, "Tom, don't do it. They will just use you! "
I mentioned these points to Henry Kissinger and added an
observation of my own: that Kissinger himself seldom bothered too much
with the American ambassador when he, as the national security adviser,

traveled to a foreign country. Kissinger replied: "But, Tom, with you
it would be different. " I had my doubts, and in any event I had already
made up my mind not to accept the president's offer.
Another revealing incident occurred during my private meeting
with President Nixon in January 1969. Nixon suddenly opened up
a bit, confiding (I thought humorously) that he could not figure out why
other presidents had said that being president of the United States is a
lonely job. "Frankly," he continued, "if I want to see people I just tell
my staff, and people come by in droves. "
Nixon had few personal friends and apparently didn't miss
true companionship. He poured himself into work, so much so that his
associates called him "the iron butt. "
It's interesting that after Nixon resigned from the presidency,
he became a little more cordial and outgoing.
I last saw Richard Nixon when he made a speech at the
Bohemian Grove, an annual summer retreat of the all-male Bohemian
Club of San Francisco, of which I am a member, as was Nixon. Greeting
me, Nixon said, " Oh, Tom, you haven't changed a bit. " He then
mentioned how he wished I had accepted his offer to become a U.S.
ambassador to Germany.
On another occasion I suggested to Nixon that he write a book
about the world figures he had met. No doubt he was encouraged to do
so by many other people. Yet, when RN: The Memoirs ofRichard Nixon
was published in 1990, he sent me a copy inscribed with a nice note.
Nixon will forever be remembered as the first person to be forced
to resign the presidency. That permanent stain on his reputation aside,
it is fair to say that Nixon had a brilliant political mind. He understood
power at the highest levels and used it effectively and realistically on the
domestic and international fronts. While he was not an idea person and
had no particular vision for America, he should be credited with a major
domestic innovation that endures to this day. Nixon was the first to
provide federal money to cities to use at their discretion-a concept
he called the "new federalism ."
Nixon showed true greatness in his dealings with the major
foreign powers of his era. He opened the door to normalization of our

relationship with China. He kept anti-communist pressure on Russia
while espousing detente. And he extricated us from Vietnam.
Most would agree that Nixon and Kissinger were the most
brilliant foreign policy team in recent memory. Practitioners of Realpolitik
(the politics of expediency) , Nixon 'and Kissinger understood that America
would have to effect a rapprochement with Russia in order to maintain
the balance of power with China when we withdrew from Vietnam.
In attempting to understand this smart, talented, hardworking
man, one comes to the sad conclusion that he allowed the dark side
of his character to rule him. For Nixon, the end- his ends-always
justified the means. This made him, and it finished him.

The author, President Ford and publisher
and philanthropist Walter Annenberg
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ERALD R. FORD
Gerald Ford is the quintessential middle-class
American. He is pleasant, nonelitist, thoroughly decent and honest
as the day is long. He never cheated on his wife; he never made a lot
of money from public service. He is a political moderate who was
appointed vice president at a time of crisis precisely because his views
were not likely to upset anyone.
Ford could easily have been elected president in his
own right until he made the politically disastrous decision to pardon
Richard Nixon. American voters, who are hugely perceptive and usually
right, simply would not tolerate the pardoning of this particular law
breaker, Nixon-for any reason.
I first met Gerald R. Ford when he was the Republican minority
leader of the House of Representatives. Several times while he was in
Congress I spoke with him privately. He attended parties hosted by my
wife and me for the American Society of Newspaper Editors in Washing
ton, D.C. I introduced him on various occasions when he made speeches
or appearances in Cleveland. After he became president, I interviewed him
alone in the Oval Office. In later years I saw President Ford at the annual
encampment of the members of San Francisco's Bohemian Club in the
club's Bohemian Grove outside that city .
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For 10 years or more Ford and his wife, Betty, and my wife,
Iris, and I attended the Kentucky Derby as guests of John W Galbreath,
the late real estate developer and racehorse breeder. We all stayed in the
main house at Galbreath's Darby Dan Farm near Columbus, Ohio,
and flew to the Derby in Galbreath's private jet. On these many Derby
weekends we saw the Fords morning, noon and night.
Overcoming a journalist's fear of getting too close to his news
subjects, I came to know Jerry and Betty Ford very well. Betty is the most
pleasant of all the first ladies I have known and the one who comes closest
in personality, temperament and point of view to resembling her husband.
Betty Ford has never had a hidden agenda, nor has she a scheming mind.
An attractive woman, she has only gained in popularity and stature
by being honest about her problems with alcohol and working to help
other people with the same problem.
During one of our plane trips to the Derby in Lexington,
Kentucky, Betty told Iris and me there was no question that "Jerry lost
the presidency because he pardoned Nixon. " I did not delve more deeply
into the subject with her, but I came away with the distinct impression
that she was not in favor of the pardon.
The results of the pardon were certainly calamitous-not only
for Ford's political career, but also for the country, as the public's distrust
of the reasons for the pardon paved the way for the election of Jimmy
Carter, one of our most inept presidents ever. Jimmy Carter went on to
preside over double-digit inflation, a failed attempt to rescue American
diplomatic personnel being held hostage by the Iranians, and America's
loss of control of the Panama Canal, among other fiascoes.
More than once I asked former President Ford why he had
pardoned Nixon. Ford's answer was always the same. "I could not have
run the country with the trial of a president going on. " The American
public has recently witnessed how disruptive the impeachment of a
president can be. Ford seems to have considered this possibility two
decades before the Clinton impeachment slowed down the federal
government for more than a year.
Whether something other than his common sense motivated
Ford's pardon of Nixon, no one seems to know. It remains unclear
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whether the decision came about as a result of Ford's having been
pressured. If so, perhaps that story will one day come to light. Another
possible explanation is more straightforward. In his memoir, A Time
to Heal, Ford observes that Nixon had befriended Ford when the latter
first came to Washington as a U.S. congressman from Michigan. No doubt
Ford also felt grateful to Nixon for Nixon's having appointed him vice
president after Spiro Agnew resigned. The Nixon pardon may likely have
been a case of the "old-boy network" at work again in American politics.
The perception lingers that Gerald Ford is not very bright.
This impression was helped along by his tendency to make startling
public statements . During a critical debate with Jimmy Carter a month
before the 1976 presidential election, Ford confounded the pundits
and public alike by contending "there is no Soviet domination of Eastern
Europe," at a time when that sector of Europe was clearly part of the
Soviet sphere of influence. A year earlier, his inept explanation of the
narrow conditions under which the federal government might be able
to help New York City cope with near bankruptcy produced one of the
century's most infamous headlines. "Ford to City," ran the banner head
line in the New York Daily News , "Drop Dead. "
. Several widely publicized incidents of personal clumsiness helped
to cement the image of President Ford as a bumbler. Who can forget the
news footage of his falling down the steps while exiting Air Force One?
Or the stories of a presidential golf swing that went wild, resulting in
a person's being hit by his errant golf ball. Even though Ford had played
football in college, less than kindly political commentators began to say
of him that "he had trouble walking and chewing gum at the same time. "
Gerald Ford's intelligence has been greatly underestimated,
in my opinion. Henry Kissinger more than once commented to me that
he had been favorably impressed by President Ford's decision-making
powers. I was, as well. I remember asking President Ford during a private
moment at a White House reception whether a recent decision he had
made was liable to cause him political harm. Without hesitation President
Ford said, "I don't give a damn whether it helps me politically or not.
It is the right thing to do for our country." This was the real Ford,
at his best.
-.,
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An encounter in 1998 provided me with another demonstration
of Gerald Ford' s sensible, nonpartisan approach to government. The
occasion was a luncheon at publisher and philanthropist Walter
Annenberg' s 150-acre estate in Palm Desert, California, to which David
Rockefeller, Brooke Astor, Gerald Ford, my wife and I, among a few
others, had been invited. During our conversation about the issues of
the day, Ford observed that Republican control of the House and Senate
had made Bill Clinton a much better president. If he was troubled that
Clinton' s move toward the center had allowed the president to take over
the Republican agenda as his own, a strategy that won Clinton a second
term in office, Ford did not show it.
As president, Ford did not seem to have a strong vision for
America. He was content to confront whatever challenges came his way.
Although he did not have to face major catastrophes such as depression
or war, Ford inherited the position of president during one of the most
chaotic periods in American history. We tend to forget that Nixon's
resignation, which thrust Ford into the Oval Office, had been preceded
by that of Vice President Agnew, who was also forced to leave in disgrace
after it was revealed that Agnew had taken payoffs during his tenure
as governor of Maryland.
When one thinks of the magnitude of the constitutional crisis
that could have resulted from the nearly simultaneous resignations of
a president and a vice president, one thanks God that there was someone
as sensible and solid as Jerry Ford around to restore calm and integrity
to the executive branch of government. The post-Watergate return to
normalcy, which he achieved in his two short years in the White House,
is Ford' s lasting contribution.
It is unfortunate that he did not have a longer time in office in
which to demonstrate what a person of his essential decency and common
sense could accomplish.
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IMMYCARTER
Jimmy Carter is one of the strangest people ever to become
a U.S . president.
He lives in a world of his own, the well-meaning but unrealistic
world of a born-again Christian. Carter would have made an excellent
Baptist preacher in a small Southern town. Instead he chose to pursue his
Christian idealism through a life in politics. Asking a moralist with high
hopes for humanity to deal with the realities of national and world politics
was to invite disaster. The Carter administration proved unable to translate
his lofty ideals into workable programs, and President Carter mishandled
most of the major challenges that arose during his four years in office.
I first encountered Jimmy Carter when he was governor of
Georgia. He told me then that he was running for president. I found it
hard to believe that a former peanut farmer from Plains, Georgia, would
be successful in his quest to lead the nation. At the time Gerald Ford was
riding a huge wave of goodwill in the wake of the scandals of the Nixon
administration. No Democrat of stature wanted to take on the popular
Jerry Ford. When Ford threw away the 1976 election by pardoning Nixon,
Carter was the only opponent standing on the field . As a result of this
fluke Carter made it into the White House, but even then only by a hair.
Although The Plain Dealer had endorsed Ford, Jimmy Carter
agreed to meet with me alone in the Oval Office after he was elected
president. As we sat down in front of the fireplace, Carter's press secretary,
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Jody Powell, came in and asked if the president wished him to sit in
on the interview. In a very nice, trusting way President Carter indicated
that Powell's presence was not necessary.
The president and I talked for an hour. I asked Carter how
he intended to deal with inflation, which was then raging at 15 percent.
He shared a few vague ideas.
I also asked him how he planned to deal with the tough commu
nist regime then in power in the Soviet Union. His answer was a shocker.
President Carter told me that "if we were nice to communist Russia, they
would more likely be nice to us ." In other words, Jimmy Carter's concept
of effective foreign policy came straight from the biblical injunction to
"love thy neighbor. "
From a distance Carter's image of decency and humility had
seemed refreshing to me. In his presence I began to re-evaluate. President
Carter talked to me with the glassy eyes of a religious zealot, one who
has " seen the light" and is determined to pursue his ideals, come what
may. When I asked him what he wanted to be remembered for, he replied:
"Restoring trust in government and supporting human rights everywhere. "
Given all this, I became seriously concerned for the well-being of our
country under his self-righteous leadership.
I had never before seen anything like the Carter team in the
White House, nor have I since. Many of his staff members reminded me
of low-grade bureaucrats one might find in backwater county courthouses.
Even first lady Rosalynn Carter seemed in over her head.
State dinners during their tenure lacked sophistication. Business
suits were the requested attire, and no hard liquor was served.
Subsequent events unfortunately bore out my observations about
the questionable competency of the Carter administration.
President Carter micromanaged the rescue of American hostages
being held by religious fanatics in Iran. The mission failed spectacularly,
disgracing the United States. Friends of the president told me at the time
that he had considered resigning after this debacle.
Carter was never able to rein in inflation. His deregulation
of the airline industry is still a matter of controversy. His handling of the
expiration of America's 99-year lease of the Panama Canal was unskillful,
.) \

to say the least. As Henry Kissinger and others said to me, "President
Carter gave away the Panama Canal and received nothing in return. "
Issuing a "warning" to the American public about what he
perceived to be our "national malaise" during his third year in office
was maybe his biggest mistake. His depressing outlook on America's
future turned off the voters, and they abandoned him in droves in the
1980 election.
In sum, Jimmy Carter simply wasn't cut out for politics. His
performance on the stump was frequently odd. Called upon to introduce
Hubert Humphrey at the 1980 Democratic convention, Carter got carried
away with the excitement of the moment and referred to the former
vice president as "Hubert Horatio Hornblower. "
In 1980, the only presidential debate between Jimmy Carter and
Ronald Reagan took place in Cleveland. I was in the audience. President
Carter stunned everyone by announcing in all seriousness that one of the
persons whose advice he had sought on the issue of how to prevent nuclear
proliferation was his 13-year-old daughter. Carter would probably not
have been elected to a second term, even had Ronald Reagan not been
such a skillful debater. At the Cleveland debate the governor of California
was able to wipe out a sitting president with a single line: "There he goes
again! " Two weeks later Ronald Reagan swept 44 states.
Since leaving the White House, Jimmy Carter has busied himself
teaching Sunday school, building low-cost homes for the poor, supervising
elections in Third World countries, writing some 15 books and generally
making known his distress at the decline of political morals and ethics
in our national life. It is a relief to see him occupied with "doing good, "
a task for which he is so well suited.
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EAGAN
I met Ronald Reagan when he was running for
president in 1980. Friends of mine, including Governor James Rhodes
of Ohio, had suggested to the governor of California that he talk with me.
We met in Reagan's suite in a downtown Cleveland hotel.
Inflation was running in the double digits.
Commentators everywhere were debating whether there was a "malaise"
in America, as President Carter had proclaimed. I asked Governor Reagan
if he thought our country was on a downswing.
Reagan came on strong and sure. He insisted that
we had not "peaked," that America would get its act together with the
"proper leadership ! "
I asked Reagan why he wanted to be president.
I remember his words as if he had spoken them yesterday. "Well, I've
spent a lot of time on the 'mashed potatoes circuit,' talking about the
importance of the private sector in solving our problems." I am running
for president, he told me, "because I would like to try to put some
of these ideas into effect, to see if what I have been saying really works. "
I responded favorably to the governor's positive
attitude about America and his faith in the power of the private sector.
In the 1980 Ohio Republican presidential primary, The Plain Dealer
endorsed Ronald Reagan over George Bush, who had no discernible vision
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for the future. We endorsed Reagan for president in the general election
in 1980 and again in 1984.
British Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher several times told me
that she credited Reagan with the increasing importance around the world
of private-sector initiatives. Thatcher obviously believed that she and
Reagan were ideologically attuned, although Thatcher always seemed
to me more rigid in her conservatism than was Reagan. Maybe I found
her inflexible because of her hard-edged personality. Ronald Reagan,
on the other hand, cloaked his political game plan in folksy charm.
In person, the 40th president of the United States reminded me
a lot of Dwight Eisenhower. Both had winning smiles and a soft tone
of voice. Both were people you could not help but like. Both were big,
strong, handsome men. Reagan may have been the better public speaker,
but, like Eisenhower, he possessed the common touch.
As Reagan was finishing his second term, I wrote a column for
The Plain Dealer assessing the significance of his presidency. I concluded
that Reagan had been the right leader for his times, suggesting that in this
respect he was similar to Franklin Roosevelt. Running for the presidency
in the middle of the Depression, Roosevelt declared that government
action was the solution to our nation's problems. He proposed more
government, more taxes , and therefore he got more votes . Almost 50
years later Reagan declared that big government was itself the problem.
He proposed less government, less taxes , and therefore he got more votes.
President Reagan read my column and then sat down and wrote
me a thank you letter in longhand, which is reproduced on page 64.
I found it remarkable that a former president would take the time and
trouble to do more than send a form letter of acknowledgment. At age 78,
with a lifetime of achievement at the highest levels behind him, he still
acted like a "regular guy," mentioning in his note that he was working
on a book and confessing that writing did not come easily to him.
Like his humility, Reagan's sense of humor was another of his
most appealing characteristics. His wit served him well politically. In his
1984 race against Democrat Walter Mondale, the question of Reagan's
advanced age became au issue. President Reagan deftly put the age issue
to rest in his second debate against Jimmy Carter's former vice president.
•)
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"I am not going to exploit for political purposes my opponent's youth
and inexperience," he deadpanned. After the laughter subsided, the age
matter was never again brought up.
The real tiger in the family was Nancy Reagan. Of all the first
ladies I have known, she was the most powerful behind-the-scenes
operator. Although Mrs. Reagan had been a Hollywood star like her
husband, she was not a beauty by cinematic standards. However, as one
of her closest friends once told me, "Nancy did a lot with what she had
to work with."
Her tough intelligence was one of her best features . She was
clever in sorting out who would best serve her husband in the White
House and forceful in bringing about the resignations of those whom she
perceived to be disloyal or a liability. Secretary of State Alexander Haig
may have done himself in with the first lady when he uttered, "I am
in control here in the White House," following the shooting of President
Reagan. In his memoir Donald T. Regan blamed Mrs. Reagan for his
ouster as White House chief of staff in the aftermath of the Iran-Contra
scandal. Regan tried to get even by revealing that Nancy Reagan
frequently consulted with an astrologer.
It was apparent to me that the first lady never much cared
for the Bushes, either. When the syndicated columnist George Will wrote
a negative critique of the abilities of Vice President George Bush, many
suspected that his most withering points came straight from Mrs . Reagan.
I believe Ronald Reagan will go down in history for two major
achievements. He conceived an alternative to the Rooseveltian formula
of big federal government by emphasizing the private sector as a better
source of solutions to the nation's problems. The private sector is now
front and center everywhere. And Reagan foresaw and contributed to the
collapse of the U.S.S .R. by restoring prosperity to America, which allowed
us to build up our military and defensive arms to a point that surpassed
the Soviet Union's ability to stay competitive. When he left office, this
country was poised to become the world's only superpower.
At one of my several meetings with Reagan in the Oval Office,
we discussed a book by Richard Nixon that we both had read. Nixon
argued in the book that superior military power was the only way to keep

Soviet communism in check. Reagan went a step further in sizing up
the situation. He shared with me his conviction that in the long run
the Soviets would go broke. He was right.
The free world will forever honor President Reagan as the
vanquisher of the "evil empire. " This point seems lost on the mainstream
American press, however. Perhaps because he started out as a radio
and film personality, Ronald Reagan has yet to receive his full due .
He was surely one of the most significant political leaders
of the 20th century, to say nothing of being a most charming and
popular president.

RONALD REAGAN
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George Herbert Walker Bush is one of the nicest
and most decent men among the nine presidents I have known. And he
is the least interesting.
It is difficult to say this about a person who has held
so many important jobs, who did not use public life to enrich himself,
who is married to one of the best first ladies ever, and who has established
an American political dynasty to rival any that has gone before it.
It is especially difficult to say this about a person
whom I genuinely like. President Bush is a longstanding friend of mine.
Success has never gone to his head. He is pleasant. He remembers your
name. He writes bread and butter notes, in my case commenting favorably
on things he read in The Plain Dealer.
Every time he came to Cleveland before he became
president, he stopped by my office for a one-on-one chat. He played tennis
at my home. I had the pleasure of introducing Bush at various public
functions in Cleveland. I arranged for him to meet several times with
the Plain Dealer editorial board. I have listened to dozens of his speeches
in person or on television and visited alone with him in Washington.
He helped me get special access to important people and places in China.

Yet, even though our encounters have been frequent and cordial,
in my presence George Bush has never come forth with a provocative
thought about anyone or. anything, either off the record or on. After
conversing with him, one never seems to know any more than before
the conversation began. Is it because he feels it would not be polite to
critically assess a person or an issue? Or is it because he just doesn't get
it? As was often said during his presidency, George H . W Bush seems
to have a problem with the "vision thing ."
The Plain Dealer endorsed Bush in his race for president against
Michael Dukakis in 1988, largely because Dukakis seemed such an
entirely inappropriate candidate and because Bush had served as vice
president under Ronald Reagan.
James Baker, a longtime Texas friend of Bush, called me to ask
for this endorsement. Baker, who had been Ronald Reagan's chief of staff
and went on to become secretary of the treasury and secretary of state
under Bush, is an extremely bright person who has always served politi
cians well but, I sense, does not have the highest regard for many of them.
I did not tell Baker right off that we were planning to endorse
Bush for president. I first asked a question designed to get at Bush's lack
of vision and judgment. "Jim, " I said, "how did George Bush happen
to select Dan Quayle to be his running mate? "
Baker replied: "I gave the vice president the names of eight
potential candidates for running mate. I listed the political pluses
and minuses of each candidate and commented on their capabilities.
Now I am sure you are going to ask me who I recommended. I have not
even told my wife; that is just between me and George Bush."
Knowing that the role of a politician's staff is to present options,
not recommendations, I responded, "Jim, the truth is you did not
recommend anyone, did you? " Baker replied, " OK, Tom, what's the
next question? "
The point of this story is to make clear that the selection of Dan
Quayle was entirely Bush's decision. Then a U.S . senator from Indiana,
Quayle was not highly regarded by his colleagues, who thought of him
as a card-carrying lightweight. Quayle's association with the right wing
of the Republican Party may have heavily influenced Bush, who was then

regarded as a moderate and (like son George W later on) may have felt
that selecting a conservative as a running mate would improve his chances
of being elected president. Whatever its rationale, Bush's choice was not
a good one. Quayle did little to distinguish himself during the presidential
campaign or later as vice president.
Even when handed the mandate to replace Quayle in 1992,
Bush could not seize the moment. War in a Time ofPeace , another
thoroughly researched and engrossing book by David Halberstam, reveals
that two weeks before the Republican convention, when the "Dump
Quayle" movement was at its height, Quayle asked Bush if the president
was happy with him. The president hesitated for a moment and then
caved in, saying, "Yes. " Quayle strategists, who had set this trap, leaked
the story, making it almost impossible for Bush to remove Quayle from
the ticket. Halberstam criticizes Bush for not appreciating that this was
his last chance to strengthen the ticket by adding a Colin Powell or
a James Baker and perhaps change the outcome of the election.
The "vision thing" was certainly the reason why, in the Ohio
Republican primary of 1980, The Plain Dealer decided to support Ronald
Reagan instead of Bush, although I knew Bush far better.
I had the opportunity to meet Governor Reagan when he came
to Cleveland to campaign during the primary. Positioning himself as
a clear philosophical alternative to the sitting president, Jimmy Carter,
who preached about a "malaise" in America, Reagan assured me that
he did not believe the country was going downhill. If there was a problem,
he believed, it was big government. Convinced that we only needed to
unleash the private sector to improve the country's fortunes, he told me
that, once elected president, he planned to push hard for more privatiza
tion and less government regulation. I realized Reagan had ideas and a
game plan for America and Bush did not.
Even after Bush gained the presidency, it was hard to figure out
what he had in mind to do for our country.
His greatest moment as president came not as a result of his own
initiative, but in response to the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. He reacted to
the Iraqi attack brilliantly, mobilizing the support of the free world for
America's entry into the Gulf War and winning a decisive military and

diplomatic victory. President Bush then seemed unbeatable, but his refusal
to come to grips with a serious downturn in the country's economy cost
him a second term in office.
About a year after Bush was defeated for re-election, my wife
and I attended a small private dinner party at which he and Barbara Bush
were present. The dinner was hosted by one of Bush's Yale classmates.
There were only 12 guests.
At dinner, the host stood up , lifted his glass, and said how nice it
was to have a visit from the former president and first lady of the United
States, as he and " George" had been friends since college. Everyone
waited for Bush to rise and say something like " It was nice to be president
and meet so many new people, but old friends are the best." This is the
kind of sentiment you would expect from a man who, despite his spec
tacular rise, has never forgotten the personal associations he made early
in life and still keeps in touch with his fellow members of Skull & Bones,
an exclusive supersecret society at Yale.
Bush remained seated and mute. I was sitting near Barbara Bush,
whose big eyes grew bigger and bigger. Finally she leaned across the table
toward her husband and declared, "George, I was not president of the
United States. Now please reply to this toast. " Bush turned to my wife,
who was seated near him, and said, "Let Barbara do it, she's better
at it, anyway. "
Finally Barbara rose to do the honors, and then we all moved
on to the living room, where Bush turned to me and said, "Tom, let's sit
down here and have a talk. "
During our conversation, I pointed out to Bush that his life
experiences had exceeded the imaginations of most people. I urged him
to write a book about the extraordinary people and events with which he
had dealt. Bush's answer was characteristically noncommittal. "Well,
I might try it," he said, "but I don't know if I can do it. "
Eventually Bush wrote A World Transformed, a memoir of the
years 1989 through 1991, in partnership with his former White House
confidant and national security adviser, Brent Scowcroft. Scowcroft is
the quintessential secretive bureaucrat. Why a man who had been
president would want or need to write a book with anyone else is

a mystery. To pick as a co-author an introvert like Brent Scowcroft
is an even bigger mystery. The book is not very interesting.
Bush's plain-vanilla personality stands in sharp contrast to that
of his wife, a universally popular first lady because of her lack of pretense
and apparent ease with herself. Everything about Barbara Bush-from her
unretouched silver hair to her trademark fake pearls-proclaims, as she
herself says, "what you see is what you get. " It was this unpretentious
attitude that made her so popular.
Like some first ladies, Mrs. Bush has been key to her husband's
success. Yet people still underestimate the influence of the "Silver Fox"
(as she has been dubbed by her family) , perhaps because of her grand
motherly appearance. Barbara Bush is not merely a fierce protector of her
husband; she has clear ideas about what should be done in any given
situation. And she is not afraid to express herself. Unlike her husband,
Mrs. Bush is forceful and has strong opinions. In private conversation,
she enjoys giving you the lowdown. Her comments are frank , perceptive
and on target.
For example, Mrs. Bush once told me that she did not hold it
against Bill Clinton for having ousted the Bushes from the White House.
Instead she blamed Ross Perot for being the "spoiler. " She had compli
mentary things to say about then Ohio governor and former Cleveland
mayor George Voinovich and his wife, Janet. (Voinovich is now a U.S.
senator.) "These are high-grade people, a lot higher grade than what you
usually meet in politics," she confided to me. I especially relished her story
about how " dear George" had announced, after losing the presidency, that
he had booked a vacation on a cruise as a little surprise for her. The trip
turned out to be a disaster, because, she told me, "we could not leave our
stateroom for fear of being besieged by well-wishers. "
I wish I knew someone who could enlighten me about the real
George H. W. Bush. His many close friends , who have great personal
regard and a true fondness for him, have been of no help. Even after 30
years of pleasant association I am unable to offer any profound insights
into a man who has probably held more important positions than any
other person I have known, and produced a son who became president
of the United States and another who became governor of Florida.
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I once asked the late Yousuf Karsh, who was internationally
admired for his brilliant photographs of famous people, whether he had
ever taken a photograph of Bush. Karsh said that he had not, adding that
he had no particular desire to do so. Karsh pegged George Bush as a one
term president. Whether the photographer, who was Jewish, felt this way
because he believed that Bush had not been sufficiently supportive of
Israel or whether Karsh did not find Bush interesting is hard to say.
In the end Bush's success may be a function of his having been
in the right places at the right moments. As comedian Woody Allen once
put it: "Eighty percent of success is showing up ."
To this day Bush remains as square as a loyal Boy Scout. There
is a nice aura around this former president, a childlike naivete. Despite
an inability (or a refusal) to examine people and issues in depth, George
Herbert Walker Bush is a fine person, possessed of nice manners and
obvious integrity, who has been around and seen a lot. With the help of
his wife he has established an American political dynasty.
I can say no more.
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E WHITE H USE
The importance of the White House does not derive
from its appearance. It is not a massive structure, at least by European
standards for governmental buildings, palaces and major residences.
Nor is it a great piece of architecture, although it is a perfectly good
example of Georgian Neoclassicism.
In keeping with our country's anti-aristocratic roots,
the rooms are not grand in scale or decoration. When I spent a night
in the White House at the invitation of President Johnson, I was struck
by the relatively small size of the upstairs reception rooms, the Lincoln
bedroom, where I slept, and even the president's bedroom. Lincoln's
bed-with its mattress underpinned by a rope frame-may be historically
interesting, but it is not very comfortable!
Until the arrival of Jackie Kennedy, who took an interest
in redecorating the White House with period antiques, the paintings
and furniture on display were not museum quality. Both the Winterthur
Museum in Delaware and the State Department building in Washington
boast more important collections of Americana. In general, the White
House feels quite "homey," especially upstairs.
Th e author with President Gerald Ford in the Oval Office

The White House grounds are not elaborate. Jackie Kennedy
beautified the gardens outside the Oval Office and on the south side
of the White House, but they are on the small side. Lawn space at one
time was taken up by a golf green near the back, or south, entrance
that was installed by President Eisenhower. President Ford had a small
swimming pool shoehorned between a parking lot and the Oval Office,
which he showed me with pride. (The pool has since made way for more
office space.) Because the landscaping of the grounds is not extensive,
the public can see almost everything going on at the White House from
the streets that surround it.
When you consider that the Oval Office is the headquarters
of the most powerful man in the world, the room is not overly impressive.
It does have a few interesting antiques and pieces of American art,
as well as a nice fireplace over which hangs an oil painting of one our
founding fathers.
Iris and I have attended many state and private dinners at
the White House. It has always struck me as incongruous that, at state
dinners, you enter on the south side by way of what seems almost like
the basement. You pass through security, give your name, and receive
whatever news they wish to impart about the occasion. Then you stand
in line, work your way up the stairs, pass the "state entrance" on the
north side of the White House, and turn left into the main reception room.
There you encounter a receiving line consisting of the president of the
United States and usually the first lady, standing alongside the evening's
honored guest and spouse.
If the honored guest is a head of state, he or she will have
entered the White House through the north side, which is the favade
that is best known to the public as it faces Pennsylvania Avenue. Waiting
at the top of the stairs of the North Portico, the president and first lady
greet the honored guest, pose for pictures, and then lead the way into
the main reception room.
The guests invited to dine with the president and the visiting
head of state represent quite a mix. Invitees are selected almost entirely
for political reasons, not because they know or have anything in common
with one another. During the 1960s, the dress code was strictly black tie,

but as time passed even state dinners became less formal. Waiters serve
drinks in the main reception room. Following the cocktail reception, every
one walks the full length of the White House to the State Dining Room,
another pleasant but not overwhelming place.
The main table, at which the president and the honored guest
sit, is placed in front of a fireplace over which is a large oil painting
of Abraham Lincoln looking pensive, as if the Civil War was not going
his way . The other guests are seated at round tables in groups of eight
and 10. The china is decorated with the presidential seal. The food is
good, but not necessarily gourmet. The quality and kinds of wines vary
by administration.
When Kennedy was in office, French wines and cuisine were
served, prompting State Department diplomat George Ball to observe
wittily to me that the consumption of French burgundies and bordeaux
at state dinners "helped [reduce] our balance of payments" with France.
Later on it became politically correct to serve only American wines
and food. After Lyndon Johnson became president, the wife of the French
ambassador said to me in jest, "I suppose now we must get used to
ze barbeque! " State dinners can be fun if you happen to be seated next
to intelligent, well-connected or amusing dinner partners or across from
someone who is outgoing or well known. This is not always the case.
During dessert, the president stands at his place at the main
table to address the diners and toast the honored guest. A reply is then
forthcoming from the guest of honor. Following dinner, everyone repairs
to a central reception room on the south side of the White House. For 15
or 20 minutes the dinner guests mingle privately with one another.
Then the after-dinner guests are ushered in. These are usually persons
of lesser political importance.
Those invited to dine with the president on the second floor
of the White House enjoy a memorable experience of a different sort.
Lunches and dinners upstairs are more exclusive, with the invitees
numbering usually no more than 20 or 30 people . The guests are more
likely to be close friends of the president than people who are required
to be invited to the White House once in a while for political reasons .
There is no receiving line, and the mood is less stiff.

As these non-state occasions are off the record, conversation is
free flowing . After dinner, everyone adjourns to the Truman Balcony that
curves behind the pillars of the South Portico. Here one enjoys a stunning
view of the Washington Monument. The times I have been a guest upstairs
at the White House have always been most interesting and special.
Americans are suspicious of those who possess great political
power or wealth. They do not like displays of grandeur on the part
of elected officials, not even the president. The White House reflects this
democratic spirit. It is not opulent, because most Americans do not want
or expect it to be.
In sum, the White House is not impressive for what it is, but it
is impressive for what it stands for: the greatest democracy ever known,
the last best hope for humankind.
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